
Climate Strategy One Pager: Existing Buildings
Background, Focus, and Actions

Background
● Natural gas and electricity use in buildings makes up almost 65% of greenhouse gas emissions in

Calgary1 2

○ Major sources of building emissions are burning natural gas in furnaces, hot water heaters and
stoves, and the use of carbonized electricity

● Improved efficiency is essential, since it leads to direct emissions reductions and limits the volume of
energy supply, which reduces the direct environmental impacts of energy supply3

● As operating and total building emissions decrease, embodied carbon  will become a more significant
part of building emissions (from current 20% up to 100% once a building has no operating emissions4

○ Major sources of embodied carbon include cement, steel, insulation, aluminum, glazing, and
envelope design5

● Alberta currently has a high carbon grid, so energy efficiency measures are the fastest, cheapest way
to reduce emissions in buildings6

● Electrifying building heating and appliances will be critical to creating zero emission buildings
○ Electrified appliance emit steadily less, to zero, as the grid becomes net-zero (by 2035)7

○ Fossil fuel appliances8 installed now lock in emissions for the appliance lifetime, up to decades9

● Calgary implemented Alberta’s Clean Energy Improvement Program10 (CEIP) in 2021.
● Calgary has existing examples of net-zero homes such as in MacEwan11 and Montgomery12

● Albertans are experiencing bottlenecks in accessing and implementing retrofit and energy replacement
programs due to lack of workers.

Focus
● Expand and fund financing options, such as the CEIP, to allow more net-zero retrofits
● Address split incentive problem for rental property retrofits
● Foster a workforce capable of retrofitting at scale to make all existing building net-zero ready
● Retrofit all municipal and municipal partner owned buildings to be net-zero ready
● Advocate for and adopt a net-zero building code

Actions
● Implement incentives to drive uptake of energy improvements:

○ Providing client supports
○ Increase public awareness, literacy through energy assessment and labelling
○ Incentives or requirements at trigger points in a building’s life

● Implement policies to avoid split incentives.
● Develop training programs alongside post-secondary institutions, unions, non-profits, and local

Indigenous communities for workers to be certified in retrofits.
● Lead by example and develop demonstration projects through retrofitting municipal buildings

(eg. low-income housing, ice rinks, community centres).
● Implement city-wide legally-binding net-zero targets for existing buildings.13

○ Expand CEIP to to funding levels needed to meet this target
● Advocate provincial and federal governments deliver on their commitments to effective retrofit building

codes and other policies to catalyze the decarbonization of all existing buildings.This includes
participating in the National Model Retrofit Code development process, and then advocating to the
provincial government for a quick uptake.
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